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of Biot stress, 80
of stress for forward-rotated shell resultants and strains, 81
of second Piola–Kirchhoff stress, 82
of body forces and external forces, 84
Variation of RC term, 83
Volume and area of shell element, 258
Infinitesimal, 256
Warpage, definition, 396
Relative warpage parameters, 397
Calculation of warpage parameter, 399
Warped four-node shell element, 396
Mean plane, 398
Two formulations, 400
Warped single element test, 428
Warped element with modifications
Green strain, 400
In-plane shear strain, 401
Drill RC, 402
Regularization parameter, 402
Membrane over-stiffening of warped shell element, 402
ZNS condition, 108